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n EINFORCED CONCRETE IN FIRE 
IN RESISTING CONSTRUCTION. 

Paper read before members at the Institute Rooms, May 1st, 1917, by 
Mr. U. 	Nicholas, B.Sc. 

(Engineer and Specialist in Reinforced Concrete Design.) 

Thirty-seven lantern slides were shown during the evening, il-
lustrating in detail the damage from fire to different structural ma-
terials. The failure of terra cotta and metal lath and plaster to 
protect structural steel and cast iron columns was illustrated by many 
views. The remarkable endurance of reinforced concrete floors to 
both earthquake and fire conditions was demonstrated. 

Owing to lack of space only a limited number of the slides 
shown in illustration of this interesting paper can be reproduced in 
the "Journal." The slides were referred to by the lecturer as they 
appeared, and potential as well as faulty elements in construction 
were pointed out, which saved, or failed to preserve from destruction, 
buildings in the world's greatest fires. The following is an epitome 
of the Lecturer's remarks, and the paper read :- 

T is not generally known that the total property loss 
in Australia from fire actually paid by Insurance 
Companies is now averaging, in round figures, one-
and-a-half million pounds per annum. This is 6/- per 
capita per annum for every man, woman, and child 

in the community. But this figure does not reflect the total loss 
caused by, and incident to, fire, for if there be added:— 

I . Loss from buildings not insured or partly insured ; 
2. The excess of premiums over losses paid; 
3. The annual expense of water works chargeable to fire service; 
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Comparative behaviour of Reinforced 
concrete and brick work under earth-
quake vibration, Museum. Leland Stan-
ford University. 

The central portion of reinforced con-
crete was undamaged, hut the brick 
wings collapsed. 

General view of Edison concrete build-
ings after fire. Note collapse of brick 
and steel buildings, the roof line of one 
of which shows against the concrete 
buildings. 

Failure of the hollow tile column pro-
tection caused the column to buckle, let-
ting the floors down about 2 feet. The 
concrete floors were in good condition. 

Chronicle building, cast iron col-
umns supporting steel joists pro-
tected with terra-cotta. Printing 
machinery fell from the top floor 
through to the basement. 



View of Reinforced Concrete Road Bridge, at Bourke Road ; centre span 4o feet ; 
tested with two fifteen-ton steam rollers.—U. James Nicholas, B.Sc., Consulting Engineer 

R. V.I.A. %ournal of Proceedings, May, 1917 

Concrete and brick grain elevator before 
fire. 

Water Tower for Australian Oxygen 
Co., 85 feet high. Cost by actual 
tender, io per cent. less than brick-work. 
Calculation of wind stresses was an im-
portant feature of the design.—U. James 
Nicholas, B.Sc., Consulting Engineer. 

Same after fire. Complete collapse of 
all buildings except concrete portion. 
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4. The annual expense of fire departments and private fire pro 
tection 

the total fire waste is conservatively estimated at over £3,000,000 per 
annum: 

The National Board of Fire Underwriters states that the average 
per capita loss in six European countries. for a period of 5 years, was 
i/5; on the basis of these losses our fire loss is about four times 
greater than it should be. 

Remembering the great need of economy at this time, it is of im-
portance that information and comparative data should be assembled 
relative to the most lire-resisting and fire-proof forms of construction, 
and while fire loss is not wholly preventable, improved methods of 
construction in this country should cut down our losses very consider-
ably. It is also unfair to ask firemen to risk their lives in dangerous 
buildings, whose design might have been greatly improved from the 
lessons of other large fires. 

Some 36 years ago, when "fire-proof" buildings were first 
erected, fear was expressed by officials of the Insurance Companies of 
those days that insurance against fire would soon be unnecessary. 

The word "Fire-proof" is, of course, a misnomer, for no building 
is absolutely fire-proof. The resistance offered to fire is one of degree 
only, for if the heat applied is sufficiently high and prolonged, nothing 
can withstand it. 

The best materials are non-conductors of heat having high melt-
ing points. Concrete has a low heat conductivity; that is, when a 
concrete wall or floor slab is heated on one side no serious rise in 
temperature takes place on the other side. The melting point of 
concrete is not definitely fixed, but is known to be well above the 
melting point of iron. The melting point of steel is from 230o 
deg. to 2700 deg. Fahr. 	Another important point is that the 
expansion of concrete and steel is almost exactly the same (0.000006), 
so that there is no disruptive effect between the two due to unequal 
expansion. 

When cement sets, it takes up one-fifth of its weight in water 
to form the cement crystals which harden the concrete. 

At high temperatures cement gradually loses its water of crystal-
lisation, the process being technically known as dehydration. This 

[vaporisation 
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vaporisation of water absorbs heat and keeps the mass for a long time 
at comparatively low temperature, and the dehydrated powder in-
sulates the remaining concrete from heat. Where reinforced con-
crete is intended to be fire-resisting, the greatest possible care should 
be taken as to the nature of the aggregate and its size, and also as to 
the protection of the steel. As to the nature of the aggregate: the 
tests of the British Fire Prevention Committee showed that clinker 
from blast furnaces, coke breeze, and cinders, in that order, have a 
higher fire-resistance than stone screening commonly used in Mel-
bourne. The objection to clinker is that while it has thel necessary 
strength it is difficult to obtain. Coke breeze and cinders have a 
relatively low compressive strength, and the presence of sulphur in 
cinders is highly injurious. As to size of aggregate, sizes larger than 
1 inch (one inch) have a greater tendency to spall and break up than 

inch and smaller commonly used. Numerous experimental tests 
have been made, showing the value of concrete) as a successful fire-
resisting material, but the best proof of its ability to resist the heat 
of a severe fire lies in the fact that concrete has actually withstood 
very severe fires more successfully than have various other fire-proof 
materials. 

The conflagation which swept Baltimore in February, 1904, 
destroyed 140 acres of the finest and most costly business buildings. 
Dynamite was unsuccessfully used in an attempt to demolish build-
ings in the path of the flames, but seems to have done more harm than 
good. One of the reinforced concrete floors was tested after the fire 
to ascertain its strength and deflection. The floor was at first con-
demned by the Municipal authorities. Although originally designed 
for only 150 lbs. per square foot, the second floor was loaded with an 
added load of 300 lbs. per square foot without sign of distress, and 
with a deflection not exceeding 1 inch. 

The conflagation which destroyed the greater part of San Fran-
cisco in April, 1906, constituted the greatest fire in the history of the 
world, involving a property loss alone of 7o million pounds sterling. 
The devastated area comprised 4 square miles, and 800 lives were 
lost. 

Architects are offered many valuable lessons from this conflagra- 

ü 
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tion, and there is no doubt that many of the defects and omissions 
in building design there, exist also in similar buildings in this country. 
The same fire results would therefore obtain in a conflagration if 
remedial steps are not taken. 

Professor Soule, of California University, stated that the suc-
cessful manner in which the reinforced concrete floors withstood the 
effect of earthquakes and fire was most re-assuring, in fact, wonder-
ful, and resulted in its wide use for rebuilding the devastated areas. 

In December, 1914, a very hot fire broke out in the factory for 
storing moving picture films, at the Edison Plant, and rapidly spread 
to the phonograph discs, cases, and cylinders, all highly inflammable. 
The effect in the brick and steel buildings was nothing of a novelty; 
they were completely destroyed and razed to the ground. The effect 
on the concrete buildings was interesting in the extreme. Seven 
concrete buildings were gutted of their contents, the fire rapidly 
breaking through the plain glass windows with wooden trim, and des-
troying everything except the concrete frames. 

In most of the concrete buildings the concrete was heated to in-
candescence by the burning of wax records. In some cases, the con-
crete was actually fused in the beams, columns and girders. Small 
stalactites of concrete hung down from the ceiling in one place and 
large bunches of it adhered to the columns where it had run down 
and hardened. Large pieces of steel and iron were melted. 

Even at these temperatures, which constitute one of the hottest 
fires ever recorded, only a small portion of one of the concrete build-
ings collapsed where it was loaded with heavy machinery. The con-
crete columns in this building were spalled and damaged more ser-
iously than has ever been noted before. These columns were straight 
rodded columns without any,! ligatures or horizontal binding. This 
is totally opposed to modern methods of design, which insist on hori-
zontal binding of ample section. The square columns spalled at the 
corners until the concrete section became approximately circular. The 
reason, apparently, was that the corners of a square have a greater 
surface in proportion to their volume and become heated therefore to 
higher temperatures, expand, and crack off, until the column shape 
becomes circular, the circle having the least surface for its volume. 

[These 
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These columns were successfully repaired (as shown in the illus-
tration) by enclosing the columns in vertical and horizontal steel 
bars, and concreting a circular column around them. 

Mr. Edison stated that the big lesson of the destructive fire in 
his buildings was the value of concrete construction. While every 
brick and steel building was razed to the ground, the total damage 
done to the concrete buildings amounted to only 121 per cent. of 
their value. Manufacturing was resumed in some of the concrete 
buildings within a few weeks after the date of the fire. 

Considering all the fires described and illustrated, it must be 
admitted that buildings can be rendered fire-resisting in all their 
essential structural parts, against even the most severe tests of un-
usual conflagration conditions. It is doubtful whether any single 
structure has demonstrated this, but if we combine all the good points 
the resulting structure would far surpass the best that has so far 
been done. 

Conclusions (from standpoint of fire-resistance only) : 

z. In addition to being highly fire-resisting, concrete floors have 
the advantage of being easily made waterproof, thus preventing water 
damage, which is in many cases as disastrous as fire damage. 

2. All structural members, especially columns, should be of re-
inforced concrete or R.S.J.'s ,protected with solid concrete. Con-
crete covering over reinforcing metal, whether R.S.J.'s or steel bars, 
should not be less than 2 inches thick. All exposed corners of con-
crete, brick-work, and stone-work, should be rounded off. 

3. Reinforced concrete partitions are much more efficient in re-
sisting fire than plastered metal lath, or hollow terra-cotta parti-
tions. 

4. The square type of reinforced concrete column is not suited 
to withstand hot fires. Column sections should be circular or 
octagonal. 

5. Cement, granolithic, mosaic and other incombustible floor 
finishes are a most desirable feature in buildings designed to be 
thoroughly fire-proof. 

6. Concrete, using blast furnace slag as an aggregate, satisfies 
requirements both of strength and fire-resistance. Gravel concrete 
is not suitable. 
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7. Apart from fire-resisting values, the comparative cost of re-
inforced concrete girders and rolled steel joists protected with con-
crete, shows a saving of from 20 per cent. to 50 per cent. in favor of 
the reinforced concrete girders or beams; this is due to the fact 
that the reinforced concrete beam or girder makes use of the strength 
of the concrete in compression in the top of the beam, thus eliminating 
the unnecessary steel in the top flange and part of the web of the 
rolled steel joist. At the present price of steel, this saving has am-
ounted to many hundreds of pounds in recent cases in Melbourne 
under the author's notice. 

8. Buildings should be arranged so that the fire can be con-
fined to a single room. 

9. Large unbroken floor areas assist the spread of the fire and 
serve to augment its severity. 

Io. Unprotected external door and window openings are a grave 
danger. 

I1. Vertical openings throughout buildings, as for stairs and ele- 
vators, rapidly communicate fires to all storeys. 	These openings 
should be discriminated against by municipal regulation and adverse 
insurance rates. 

12. Municipal building laws and inspection should enforce good 
construction in all details. Inspection of fire-resistive buildings in 
course of erection should be more frequent than is necessary for 
buildings of ordinary construction. 

13. Stone used on fronts of any kind should be classed as fragile 
and especially susceptible to damage when exposed to heat. Stone 
templates to support the ends of girders or beams should not be used. 
Concrete is preferable. In the City Hall, San Francisco, a number 
of girders rested on stone templates which were exposed to fire on 
the face of the wall. All such templates were badly spalled and 
shattered; one or two had failed sufficiently to permit the ends of the 
girders to settle an inch or more. 

14. Never permit pipes inside the column protection. 	The 
bulging of pipes from expansion due to heating, damages and disrupts 
the column protection before it would have failed otherwise. Gases 
and moisture from pipes facilitate corrosion. 

i 
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15. Provide for expansion of steel mullions and lintels. 	In 
numerous cases the expansion of the steel lintels bulged the walls 
over the window heads, requiring extensive repairs. When this 
occurred around light courts, the debris from the mullions invariably 
broke the glass and damaged the frame of the sky-light. 

Discussion. 

Mr. H. W. Tompkins said he was dubious as to the value of coke 
breeze concrete as a fire-resisting material; he had seen it burnt away 
in a fire. Two inches of concrete was necessary to protect the re-
inforcement from fire, and as the usual thickness of floors was about 
4. inches, in order to have the reinforcement protected it would be 
necessary to put the reinforcement in the centre of the floor plate, 
which would weaken it out of all reason. 

Mr. Nicholas, in reply, pointed out that statistics did not dis-
close any greater liability to injury by fire in coke breeze concrete than 
in that made with metal screenings. The floor slab, he said, was 
not the most vital part of a many-storied building, and sufficient 
strength was obtained in the usually accepted construction of re-
inforced concrete floors without undue cost. 

Mr. Butler asked if the Lecturer could inform his audience what 
proportion of steel buildings had collapsed compared with reinforced 
concrete buildings that had collapsed in the great fires. 

Mr. Nicholas said that in the San Francisco fires a very large 
proportion had stood; in the Edison Factory also. Those which had 
collapsed were heavily loaded with stored machinery, which had 
fallen through two 	three floors. In San Francisco it was agreed 
that had reinforced concrete been more extensively used, there would 
have been much less damage done. 

Mr. Lucas asked if lime was mixed with the cement in many 
cases. 

Mr. Nicholas said only in inferior work. 
Professor Payne, University of Melbourne, said that he had 

come to hear this paper as a student, and had been greatly interested 
in the address. He considered that the large losses in Australia 
were partly due to the prevalence of wooden construction. The 
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failure of structural terra-cotta to protect steel joists from fire was 
evident from the numerous lantern slides. He agreed with Mr. 
Nicholas that an aggregate which had already been burnt, such as 
broken brick, or furnace slag, had many advantages, and thouiht 
there was a field for research in this direction. In his opinion the 
earthquake cracks in the brick-work were due to the shearing forces 
set up. He was convinced that reinforced concrete was the best fire 
resisting material available at the present time for structural pur-
poses. It was quite evident that the square column should be replaced 
by the octagonal or round column. 

In reply to a question as to the addition of lime to cement, Mr. 
Nicholas stated that the addition of unslaked lime to cement was 
highly injurious owing to the expansion of the lime in slaking. Slaked 
lime was sometimes added in small quantities to produce a more 
water-tight mixture. 

In conveying the thanks of the meeting to Mr. Nicholas, Mr. 
Peck (Acting President), said that a most important matter relative 
to reinforced concrete was the necessity for stringent supervision. 

Mr. Nicholas, in acknowledging the hearty thanks of the meet-
ing, expressed his extreme pleasure at the exceedingly attentive hear-
ing and the deep interest shown in the subject. 

[General 



GENERAL MEETING, 

HE first General Meeting of the 1917 Session of the 
Institute was held on Tuesday evening, 1st of May, 

	

at the Rooms, 57  Swanston Street. 	Mr. Arthur 
Peck (Acting President), occupying the chair. There 
was a large attendance of members and many visitors. 

Resolved that the proceedings should be taken as read. 
Correspondence.— The following correspondence was read by the 

Hon. Secretary :—From Lady Stanley, asking for the assistance of the 
Institute in raising funds for the British Red Cross Society, and en-
closing circular letter of explanation. Matter to be referred to the 
Council. The Acting President to reply. 

From the President, Central Society of Architects, Paris, convey-
ing thanks for letter received and containing greetings. (Letter ap-
pears on another page). 

Letter from the Architectural Association, asking for informa-
tion as to the prospects of Architectural Assistants emigrating, ob-
taining work here and offering to reciprocate. (Being dealt with 
by the Council.) 

Election of Mr. Percy Oakden as Life Fellow.— -The Acting 
President then called on Mr. Butler (F.) , to propose Mr. Percy 
Oakden as Life Fellow. 

In placing the motion before the meeting Mr. Butler said it was 
with a feeling of the deepest honour that he proposed the election of 

	

Mr. Percy Oakden as a Life Fellow of the Institute. 	Some might 
regard any eulogy he would attempt of so distinguished an Architect 
as somewhat presumptive. But someone had to assume the pre- 
sumptioni  and the question was whether anyone stood out as being 
more than relatively worthy? The honour members desired to be-
stow was but a small one, but to be valued as the widow's mite, as 
it was not given out of abundance, it being the only honour and the 
greatest honour members had to give. The framers of the Institute 
regulations did not provide for the bestowal of a gold medal or of a 
wreath of olive for distinguished services such as those Mr. Oakden 
had rendered. Mr. Oakden had been associated with the Institute for 
more than 4o years. During that time he had occupied almost every 
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position of honour and office. His industries in the Institute ser-
vice had been illimitable. He had been regarded for many years 
as the Father of the Institute. Anyone in trouble would go to him 
with the utmost confidence that they would get the best advice and 
ablest assistance that could be given. His help had always been of 
the most generous and kindly nature. He had made no enemies; 
those who had had differences with him had lived to learn that it was 
they who were in the wrong; and so because of these and many other 
things, members now desired to bestow the Institute's highest token 
of appreciation by electing Mr. Percy Oakden to the distinguished 
rank of Life Fellowship. 

Mr. Lucas (F.) , seconded the proposal and said he esteemed it 
the greatest privilege to have the opportunity of doing so. 

Mr. Anketell Henderson (F.), supported the resolution. He 
had known Mr. Oakden forty years and had acted with him in many 
capacities and most cordially endorsed what had been said. 

The Acting President then put the motion: "That Mr. Percy 
Oakden be elected a Life Fellow of the Royal Victorian Institute of 
Architects, for eminent services rendered to the Institute," which 
was carried unanimously, by members standing in compliment to 
Mr. Oakden. 

Mr. Peck said he felt it a great honor to be in the chair on this 
occasion when the Institute was conferring Life Fellowship on one 
who so truly deserved it, and whose reputation stood so high amongst 
his fellow members. 

Mr. Oakden said that words could not express fully his appre-
ciation of the honor conferred upon him, but he hoped members 
would take the will for the deed ; he had had a long connection with 
the Institute, as even whilst in practice in Ballarat in 1871 he was 
Hon. Secretary for a Society there which was allied to the Institute 
in Melbourne. He hoped that the objects stated in the Memorandum 
of Association would always be kept in the minds of members. 

Election of Associate.--A ballot was taken for election of Gor-
don J. Sutherland as Associate, who was declared elected. 

Federal Capital Enquiry.--Mr. Butler asked if any action had 
been taken with reference to the recent important Federal Capital 

[Enquiry 
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Enquiry, and moved that the Council be asked to look into the 
matter. 

Mr. H. W. Tompkins seconded the motion, but said that 
Federal Capital affairs were a matter for the Federal Council of 
the Australian Instituter of Architects to deal with. 

Mr. Henderson agreed with Mr. Tompkins. 
Resolved that the Council be asked to communicate with the 

Federal Institute in regard to the matter. 
Town Planning Exhibition.— -The Hon. Secretary reported that 

he had attended a deputation to the Minister for Public Works to 
ask for patronage and assistance from the State to the proposed Town 
Planning Conference and Exhibition to be held in Adelaide about 
August next, and that the Minister was very sympathetic and had 
promised to recommend the Treasurer to grant £ioo towards print-
ing the proceedings and marshalling exhibits. 

Paper by Mr. U. J. Nicholas, B.Sc.—Mr. U. J. Nicholas 
then read a paper on "Reinforced Concrete in Fireproof Construc-
tion," with lantern illustrations of the effects of the Baltimore, San 
Francisco, and Edison Factory fires. 	The paper appears in this 
number of the "Journal of Proceedings." 

REPORTS AND JOURNALS RECEIVED FROM KINDRED 
INSTITUTES WITH THANKS. 

"Journal of the R.I.B.A.," January, February, 1917, I to 7. 
"Architectural Association Journal," December, January, February. 
"Annali D'Ingegneri E D'Architettura Italiani," Nos. 2 and 3, 

4 and 5, 1917. 
"Architecture," Vol. I., No. 4, March and April, 1917. 
"V.R.I. Review," Vol. IL, 2, 3, and 4. 
"Export American Industries," December, 1916. 
"Indian and Eastern Engineer," March and April, 1917. 
"Liverpool Architectural Society Report," 1915-1916. 
"The Gum Tree," Vol. I., No. 1. 
"The Journal of the American Institute of Architects," March, 1917. 
"The Builder," to l'Iarch x6th, 1917. 
"The Building News," to February 28th, 1917. 
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R. TV L A. Journal of Proceedings, May, 1917 
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A  VISIT TO MERRIWA, TOORAK. 

By H. G. Mackennal (F.) 

N Wednesday, i8th April, 1917, the members of the In-
stitute visited Merriwa, the home of Mr. A. Rutter 
Clarke, Orrong Road, Toorak, where they were met 
and hospitably entertained by the owner and Mrs. 
Clarke. The building and garden were designed by 

Mr. Walter R. Butler (F.), F.R.I.B.A., in 1908. 
The house is built of red brick, with rough cast chimneys, gables 

of half-timbered work, and is roofed with red tiles. The windows 
have steel casements hung in solid timber frames. The detail of 
the building throughout is of simple character, mouldings having been 
largely omitted. 

The designer has made the most of an excellent site in planning 
a comfortable and commodious house, which in its happy alliance 
with the garden gives one the true feeling of a "home" in the best 
sense of the word. 

The Architect, in designing this work was, I think, fortunate in 
having a client with a fancy for good things, whose keen eye chose 
a difficult but fascinating site, who has furnished the building with 
good taste, and developed the surroundings with a skill rarely seen 
in any garden in Australia. Entering from Orrong Road a broad 
carriage drive approaches the house, bordered on each side with 
brightly coloured flowers and shrubs, so arranged as to give privacy 
to the main garden. The house is planned to gain the advantage of 
the Northern aspect and fine look-out over a natural gully and away 
to the city in the distance. The main entrance is from a porchway 
leading into an outer hall, off which is Mr. Clarke's interesting 
"den," panelled in oak, with built-in book cases and leaded window 

[with 
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with central features of Dutch painted glass, representing old gal-
leons-fine examples of glass-burning in exquisite colouring, obtained 
by the owner in Holland. 

Nina= own-was. 
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The main hall, about 4o feet long, is furnished as a lounge, with 
panelled wainscotting, which, with the general woodwork and the 
main staircase, is of English oak, the main points being embellished 
with chaste and refined carving, on the theme of the Maman-cochet 
rose, executed by Mrs. Blamire-Young. 

On the right is an ingle-nook, faced and floored in brickwork 
with some good wrought iron and copper work about the fireplace. 
Beyond, on the same side, is a long low window and seat deeply set 
in the wall overlooking the best view of the garden, and further on, 
French casements lead down on to the terrace. 

At the end of the hall is a charming sitting room of irregular 
shape, with an ingle nook and large oriel window. This room is 
panelled and finished in cedar, excellently treated with a brownish 
stain and egg-shell gloss. 

On the left side of the hall is the dining-room, finished in oak, 
and having a long deeply-set row of casements overlooking a mag-
nificent bed of blue hydrangea. The drawing-room is also finished 
in oak, with two bow windows facing north, and at the east end is 
a nook fireplace and verandah beyond. The ceilings of the main 
living rooms and hall are divided into panels by large beams of oak 
and cedar, matching the other woodwork. 

Under the main staircase the space has been ingeniously utilised 
to form a telephone cabinet, a cloak room, and a lavatory. 
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From the east end of the hall is approached the billiard room, 
some 35 feet long, at the far end of which the fireplace is set in a 
brick faced and brick floored ingle nook. A barrel vaulted, open 
timber roof, with big beams, forms the ceiling of this room, and the 
wall panelling, fixtures in seats and book cases, as well as the billiard 
table and furniture, are finished in oak designed by the Architect in 
harmony with the general scheme. 

At the western end of the hall and dining room is a lobby, lead-
ing to kitchen offices, and sleeping rooms above, and to a small wing 
with verandah, devoted to the use of the children. This wing is a 
happy idea, as it enables the children to play without disturbing the 
older folk, in close touch with the main house. This wing has the 
benefit of light and air from three sides. 

On the first floor of the house are the bedrooms, designed to let 
in the maximum of sunlight and to have full advantage of the charm-
ing outlook. 

The Merriwa garden is extremely beautiful, and as I have 
already said, the designer has made the most of a site that naturally 
lends itself to interesting treatment. At every turn one comes to 
pleasing surprises which lend variety and give the best effect to dis-
tant vistas, or seclusion and privacy, as each is required to fulfil its 
purpose. To the south of the house and running parallel with it is 
a long straight drive leading to the garage, bordered by a grassed slope 
and standard roses on the one side, and on the other by flower beds, 
and shows, as was remarked by one of the visitors, the beauty of a 
straight line when well treated. 

At the back of the house and adjacent to the servants' quarters 
is a large grassed drying ground, surrounded by flower beds and en-
closed by a pergola, a vinery, and lattice fencing. In this area is a 

[children' s 
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children's hut and cottage, named "Chuckles," built of natural logs 
placed on end, with shingled gable roof and porch, laid out with a 
small living room and bedroom, completely furnished and fitted, 
which must be a constant delight to the children, who everywhere 
have been so well considered. 

Farther out to the west is the wild garden with hedges of dog-
roses and flowers, growing more or less at random in great profusion, 
also the garden nursery and hot beds, and a large fernery for ferns 

and rhododendrons. 
Directly to the north or main 

garden front of the house, with ac-
cess from the hall, the sloping 
ground has been formed into ter- 
	 races, the upper one consisting of 

a long walk from which to view the garden and with a broad flight of 
steps leading down to the parterre, the garden's central feature. A 
green alley, approached by a flight of stone steps from above, opens 
through cut arches from the parterre,and from the green alley through 
more arches opens the croquet lawn. To the south of this lawn is 
a wall of blue stone partially covered with creepers, such as the Ver-
ginia, with its bright autumn colouring, and hybiscus, with its bright 
red glory, which wall is surmounted with a pergola of heavy jarrah 
timbers, covered with beautiful roses, giving touches of pleasing col-
our. The other three sides of the lawn are enclosed with well grown 
and neatly trimmed cypress hedges and cut arches. 

The parterre is laid out in geometric de-
sign in paths and flower beds, with a quaint sun-
dial and seat as a centre-piece, and 4 stately cut 
junipers. The flower beds of the parterre were, 
on the day of the visit, looking brilliant in purple, 
red and gold, with selected phlox drumondi, bon-
fire salvia and golden rod. To the west of the 
parterre is the rosary, enclosed on all sides by a 
beautifully grown and well cut lambertiana hor-
izontals hedge, with cut arches. This central portion gives one the 
idea of an old-world garden filled with an air of peace and solitude. 
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Seats are provided in the rosary in niches formed in the trimmed 
hedges to give shade and shelter from 
sun and wind. 

Looking from the house 
across the gully to the north- 
west and to the city beyond, 

' with the gathering mists of the late 
autumn afternoon, the long clear-cut 
shadows of the blue-green formal 

', 	

hedges, and the foreground of 
~~~, 	brightly coloured flowers formed a 

striking picture, which will not easily 
be forgotten, and one that must be a constant pleasure to the owners 
with the continuously changing colours of the varying seasons. 

Below the parterre to the north, down flights of brick steps 
going to the right and left, in an acre or two of ground, Mr. Clarke 

has formed his widely known Australian garden, comprising the finest 
collection of Australian flowering shrubs. The treatment in plan-
ting the Australian garden has been as if nature herself had done the 
work, and the effect is beautiful, particularly in its variation from the 
more formal treatment, nearer in to the house. This is in accordance 
with the Baconian principles of garden design which have formed the 

basis of good garden design from time immemorial. In early spring 
it must form a garden of golden glory. The gully and ground com- 

prising 
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prising the Australian garden is covered with buffalo and native 
grasses, which are allowed to grow wild and keep green by the mois-
ture natural to the depression; all this helps to give the effect of a 
native bush scene. At the east end of the Australian garden is sit-
uated the asphalt tennis court and summer house. 

Crossing the gully so as to permit of foot traffic at the higher level 
is a rustic bridge of natural tree trunks and branches. To the west of 
the main garden are situated the kitchen garden, poultry runs, ken-
nels, stables and garage all dovetailing into the scheme, and farther 
afield is an oval grassed area used for tennis lawns and cricket pitch. 

On leaving, the visitors personally thanked Mr. and Mrs. Rut-
ter Clarke for `their kindness in permitting the inspection, and for 
their cordial hospitality. 

Looking at the house as a whole, with its restful lines and har-
monious tones, and its beautiful garden surroundings, one feels that 
here is an ideal dwelling-place in an atmosphere of peace and har-
mony. 



THE FELTON BEQUEST AND AN 
ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM. 

(By W.R.B.) 

ROFESSOR Sir Baldwin Spencer, who left for Eng- 
land some months ago on behalf of the trustees of the 
National Gallery and the trustees of the Felton Es-
tate, to try to find an expert to select works of art 
under the Felton Bequest, returned to Melbourne 

last March. 	He states : "When I told the various directors 
of art galleries whom I consulted, that the Melbourne Art 
Gallery had £8,0oo to spend every year under the terms 
of the Felton bequest, on the acquisition of works of art, as-
tonishment was expressed, and also a little envy. It seems that this 
is a larger sum than any gallery in the Empire has at its disposal, and 
I was told that it would enable us to possess in time one of the finest 
collections in the British Dominions." 

The Melbourne National Gallery has most certainly an heir-
loom in this magnificent bequest that others may well envy. 

The trustees have the power to spend this money on works of art 
other than pictures, and strong representation should be made to them 
by Architects concerning the claims of Architecture. 

Our National Gallery is comparatively devoid of Architectural 
specimens. The Architectural student of Melbourne can find little 
of past day's merit to study in his own particular branch of art. 
The Museums and Galleries of the Old World are extremely rich 
in specimens of Architectural styles and types. They contain entire 
entablatures, columns, capitals, friezes, pediments, cornices and the 
like, also such portions of buildings as stair cases, mantelpieces, pan-
ellings in wood and other materials. There are to be seen actual 
portions of buildings of the Assyrian, Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Byz-
antine and of the various Gothic periods of Architecture. And these 
examples are found in the Museums in the very countries where 
these styles and types of Architecture can be seen in their natural 

[surroundings 
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surroundings without the necessity of going to the Museums to see 

them at all. 
How much more need for them therefore is there in Australia, 

where no old buildings or classic models exist to which the student can 
be directed for ocular demonstration of the beauty of proportion, de-
tail, and finish to be found in the original examples of the work of 

old masters in Architecture? 
In these Museums both English and Continental, there are vast 

quantities of plaster casts of portions of buildings, not otherwise pro-
curable, that are of immense value to the student. As he takes his 
course of lectures he may study these, draw them, feel the roundness 
of their mouldings, and see the depth of their carvings, and from his 
observations he will take and hold a better and firmer impression and 
memory of the subtleties of the works of masters in Architectural 
detail. 

The Architects of Australia are going to take a big share in 
forming national taste and character in matters of art in the long run, 
and if it were possible for them not to do so, it would be the worse for 
art, and more destructive to our noble profession than anything that 
can be imagined. 

Mr. Squeers, of "Do-the-Boys Hall," showed wisdom in demon-
strating to his boys by practical and actual illustration the meaning 
of what he taught. 'The eager youth learned to spell w-i-n-d-e-r, 
"winder," and was thereupon told off to "Clean the Winders." 

But owing to the absence of Architectural models our students 
can only learn what they learn of old work from book knowledge, 
which no one will contend is as good as knowledge supported by the 
best known examples of the real and actual. 

We should, therefore, petition our National Gallery Trustees 
and the Trustees of the Felton Bequest, to press on the development 
of a gallery that shall contain examples of all the best types of Ar-
chitecture in the world, and this new collection should consist not 
only fragments of Architecture as ordinarily understood, but should 
be rich in examples of sculpture, carving, wrought iron work, car-
pentry, and cabinet work, and would include, as well, such articles 

as movable church furniture, monuments, tombs, screens of stone, 
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wood, or iron, glass and marble mosaics, and ceramics of all dates and 
types that our ancestors have produced in such profusion and per- 
fection. 

These are real things and objects of need and necessity for our 
everyday life, and if they are to have any soul in them they will be 
founded on models of beauty. There is no such thing as originality. 
That which will follow to-day will be based upon what is before us 
now. If we, in the education of our Students, and in the execution 
of our architecture, have none of the fine things wrought by the hands 
of masters, to which we may refer in the absence of the buildings them-
selves, we are indeed in great poverty in this matter, and the educa-
tion of our young men in Architecture and the Allied Arts, and also 
in all the branches of trade and craftwork employed in the production 
of our buildings, their equipment and furniture, suffers and loses 
more than may well be measured or told. 

We ought, therefore, to set ourselves the task of impressing upon 
those who control the funds, the much greater need there is in Aus- 
tralia, than in the Old World, of getting together historic examples 
of Architecture and its Allied Arts, other than painting; that we may 
have an Architectural Museum in Melbourne to assist in the right 
education, of not only those who will design our buildings but also 
in the education of those artists and craftsmen whose work gives to 
Architecture the added glory of symbol, in sculpture, carving, and 
noble workmanship, whereby alone our buildings become "Architec-
ture," never forgetting that Architecture is the Mother of all the Arts, 
that the subsidiary arts are parts of its being, and that they must ap-
pear in high perfection in our work or those qualities that give soul 
and life to Architecture are lacking. 

Matthew Arnold defines Architecture as "Building touched with 
Emotion," a definition we all appreciate, emphasising as it does, the 
importance of the emotional element before building is lifted out of 
the common ruck, which element we most need to develop in our 
Australian Architecture, and toward which development, we say, a 
well equipped Architectural Museum would greatly assist. 

[Mr. 



R. H. V. LANCHESTER'S MADRAS 
LECTURES ON TOWN 

PLANNING. 

HE lectures given by Mr. H. V. Lanchester, 
F.R.I.B.A., whose services the Government of Mad- 
ras temporarily secured last year to inaugurate 
schemes of Town Planning in the Presidency, and of 
which a Precis has appeared in recent issues of the 

"R.I.B.A. Journal," form most interesting and instructive 
reading; not only from their bearing upon the technicalities 
of Town Planning, but also in the light of social science. From 
this view he points out that the desirability of providing for the people 
not only all their legitimate demands, in the way both of individual 
comfort and communal accommodation, but he says: "We must go 
farther than this, not merely giving what they at present demand, but 
studying to realise and provide what they ought to demand, raising, 
by means of a wise prevision, the standard of practical efficiency and 
artistic taste." He goes on to say that the study of fostering the best 
type of citizen begins with the home, and that garden ground of the 
extent economically practicable is securing general recognition in all 
town planning, for a well aerated garden has a most potent influence 
on the health and mental activity of the young. 

The eighth lecture was devoted to a comparison of "Indian and 

European cities," 	Indian cities of importance vie with those of 
Europe, but the European city on the average is more stable than 
the Indian city. Despite wars, most of the European cities of 2000 
years ago are going concerns to-day, whilst in India, many of the glor-
ious cities of the past exist only in name. Their remains are but the 
home of the goat and the bat. The Indian potentate seemed to have 
built his city without much thought being given to its permanence. 
Roving over his possessions some sight or other seized his imagination 
as the basis of a scheme of beauty, and he set to work strenuously to 
realize his vision, and built his city just as an artist would now-a-days 
paint a picture. European cities have been destroyed, but they have 
persisted, have been re-built, but not abandoned. 

The ancient Hindu cities were planned with great care. 	It 

would probably be a revelation to modern Architects to know how 
scientifically the problems of town planning were treated in the an-
cient Indian architectural treatises. 
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Just as the village, cottage or hut, formed the unit of house-
planning, so the village plan was the unit used to form the Mohalla. 
or ward, in town planning. Forty different classes of villages and 
towns were recognised, varying according to the extent of the land 
owned by them, commencing with a village unit which was 4000 feet 
square, so that the extent of the largest cities would be about 30 
English square miles. Of this area only about one-third was devoted 
to building space, and the rest to agricultural lands owned by the 
community. 

In the ninth lecture, "Problems in India" were discussed, the 
special factors dictating the character of the Indian city at the present 
time being briefly studied. The lecturer hoped that while accepting 
the advantages of the new conditions of things the merits of the old 
might be retained. He claimed to be an evolutionist, not a revolu-
tionist, and he hoped to convince them, if they needed convincing, 
that this was the sane and rational method of solution for the problems 
that faced us in the near future. The after-effects of unrestricted 
industrialism were still sufficiently conspicuous to make us extremely 
dubious as to its advantages, and extremely desirous of seeing every 
possible precaution taken when we find mechanical methods of pro-
duction taking the place of the individual craftsman. The more any- 
one is able to take an interest in the craft by which he earns his bread, 
the more efficiently and vitally will he exercise that craft and the more 
will his faculties be expanded. Those countries that are most under 
the domination of industrial organisation on a large scale, pay a heavy 
toll in deteriorated masses of people, ever on the verge of being unfit 
for their own or any other employment. Does, he asked, a superior 
standard of luxury compensate for this state of affairs? 

So far, the Indian city has to a large extent escaped this tendency, 
and its system of hereditary trades increases its powers of resistance. 
He asked them not to encourage the break-up of the Indian social 
system; it had been of value in the past and might be of no less value 
in the future. The traditional divisions of the people and their pre- 
scriptive occupations were of service in helping to resist the tempta-
tions that wholesale exploitation held out, and might keep this at bay 
until the conditions of organised output became far better than they 
were at present. 

               

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                



HE GUM TREE 

HIS admirable pub- 

lication, 	describing 

itself as "A 'Journal' 
devoted to the con-
servation, propaga- 

tion and utilization of Australian trees," appears for the first time 

dated March, 1917. It is indeed a most interesting and valuable 

paper, dealing entirely with Forestry. It is started by men enthus-

iastically endeavouring to point out to their generation the inept 

folly of killing the goose that lays the golden eggs. 



tbe Gum aree 

Good timber takes a generation or so to develop. To destroy 
the trees of this generation will leave none for the next generation. 
This would seem to be a truism that has only to be mentioned to be 
realised. Yet our very intelligent government either fails to realise it 
or neglects its responsibilities. 

The mad way in which we are destroying our timber and mak-
ing no provision for the future is, when seen and understood, so pro-
fligate, shortsighted, and suicidal that surely nothing more is needed 
to put a stop to the waste than a wider dissemination of the know-
ledge of the country's shortcomings on the one hand, and of the 
valuable possibilities of forestry on the other hand, to induce our 
governments to create State Departments that shall develop a national 
and vast industry through reafforestation. 

The movement now set on foot under the auspices of the Aus-
tralian Forest League is similarly founded to voluntary efforts of 
this nature that in other countries have resulted in educating public 
opinion and inducing landowners, public bodies, and governments to 
see the need for, and advantages of reafforestation. 

Wicked waste has taken place in Australia of the most precious 
timber through crass ignorance. Instances can be cited in which 
trees have been cleared from land at a cost of £to or so an acre 
and burnt to ashes, that contained timber worth £too an acre if it 
had been properly safeguarded by the government of the country, and 
when this precious land was cleared it was worth no more than the 
cost of clearing. Good afforestation is most valuable to the com-
munity, and instances can be given where considerable profits are 
made from small efforts. One Iot of io,000 acres not far from 
Melbourne has brought in a rent of £to,000 in to years from for-
estry alone. All the main forestry accomplishments in the world 
have resulted from the voluntary work of amateur societies who have 
persevered until their governments and lesser powers within the com-
munity have moved in earnest and come to see the value of afforesta-
tion to themselves and to the nation. 

If we can only stir our Australian Governments up to work at 
this golden industry, to plant and develop the magnificent natural 
timbers our land will grow, we need have no fear about our national 
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debt. We can go on with our extravagances and have money to 
spare. For it is as sure as to-morrow's noon, that a vigorous policy 
of reafforestation would be so enormously profitable that alone it is 
capable of paying off the whole of the National debt of Australia. 

"The Gum Tree" commences with a Foreword, by His Ex-
cellency the Governor-General, Sir Ronald Munro Ferguson, who 
does not directly accuse the Government of neglect. From an open-
ing dialogue it is seen that forestry, or the lack of it, affects the 
weekly bills of every househoulder in the community. Two inter-
esting articles appear on "Forests and Rainfall" and "Pines and 
Eucalypts," by W. Russell Grimwade. Much information from 
other pens, including "Victorian Forests," by A. D. Hardy, F.L.S., 
is given in the 16 pages contained in the issue, and if the publication 
meets with the success it deserves it should do very much to edu-
cate public opinion on this subject of vital importance to the com-
munity. 

Not only Architects, but every adult in this country should be-
come a member of "The Australian Forest League." Readers are 
urged to join the League by sending in their names with 2/6 (a year's 
subscription) to the Editor, Forest League Office, 57 Swanston St., 
Melbourne. 



ALONG THE BYE-PATHS. 

RESENTATION to the. President.----A large gathering of 
members of the Institute and representatives of those who 
advertise in the "Journal" met at the Institute Rooms on 
30th March, 1917, to wish farewell to Mr. W. A. M. 
Blackett, President of the R.V.I.A., on the eve of his 

entry into camp in preparation for active service abroad. Apprecia-
tive and congratulatory speeches were made by Mr. Arthur Peck 
(Acting President), Mr. E. A. Bates, Mr. H. W. Tompkins, Mr. 
W. R. Butler, also by Mr. Cooper (of Brooks Robinson & Co.), 
and by Mr. Henry Noyes on behalf of the National Recruiting Com-
mittee. A wristlet watch was presented to Mr. Blackett, who re-
plied in terms deeply expressive of his gratitude to those present, and 
of the keen sense of duty to his country that induced him to give 
up his all to fight against the most dastardly and criminal nation that 
had ever appeared on the face of the earth. 

Errol W. Dobbs.—With deep regret we announce the death at 
the front of Errol W. Dobbs, only son of Mr. E. Wilson Dobbs, of 
the M. and M. Board of Works. He enlisted in August, 1915, 
aged 19; was later sent to Egypt in Reinforcements of the 6th In-
fantry Brigade. In March, 1916, he was transferred to France, and 
was in the heat of active service and trench warfare until reported 
"missing," which proved to mean that he was killed in action at 
Pozieres on July 25th, 1916. He did not live to attain his majority. 
but he fought and died in the cause of liberty and for the emblem 
of Saint George of England, whose patronage broods over the hearth 
and home of those who are true to the noble ideals in which the 
Spirit of Saint George has its eternal foundation. 

Mr. Bertram Mackennal, M.V.O., A.R.A., has designed the 
King's head and the St. George and the Dragon on the new English 
L1 notes. 

Reinforced Concrete Girders.—The Public Works Department 
reduced the cost of work proceeding under one contract for the erec-
tion of Asylum buildings at Mont Park to the extent of £570  by the 
substitution of reinforced concrete girders for rolled steel joists. 

[The 
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The Society of Architects.--Mr. J. Edmund Burke, Architect, 
has practised in Melbourne for some twenty years, and has been 
lately appointed Local Honorary Secretary to the Society of Archi-
tects the next in importance to the R.I.B.A. of all the English 
Societies of Architects. Mr. Burke was the first and much esteemed 
pupil of the Editor of "The Proceedings." A pupil of Mr. Burke's 
(Chas. Rosenthal), quite early in the war, rose to the rank of Brig-
adier-General, and was awarded the distinction of Commander of 
the Bath. Mr. Burke's only son is serving at the front, and the only 
son of the Editor of "The Proceedings" has just gone to the front 
too, and the Editorwould go himself, following the good example of 
the President, did not the handicap of age forbid. 

Letter received from the Central Society of Architects of France:— 

Paris, 13th January, 1917. 
To the President, 

The Royal Victorian Institute of Architects. 
Mr. President and much esteemed Confreres, 

The Royal Institute of British Architects has written to us 
transmitting the wishes that you have been good enough to address 
to our Society, also, the expression of sympathy and admiration which 
you manifest towards France and her valiant army. We are reply-
ing to the Royal Institute of British Architects, but we believe it to 
be our duty to thank you directly with our heartiest wishes. We can-
not tell you enough how very proud we have been to see the soldiers 
of the far-off Dominions hasten to fight beside ours and take part in 
the most glorious encounters against the common enemy. We beg 
you to accept best and most sincere wishes and, like you, we are certain 
that this New Year will bring peace in justice and liberty. The 
Central Empires have seen the inhabitants of the entire world rise 
against them in a universal reprobation. They will expiate their 
execrable ambition. Shame to them for ever! 

Glory to the Allies, who shall lay them low, and who can then 
take up their normal existence without having to fear a new appar-
ition of the horrible pest of war'! 

Be good enough, Mr. President and honoured Confreres, to ac-
cept the assurance of my most fraternal sentiments. 

LALOUX, 

President of the Society. 



Grey to 

General 
will be held 
eight o'clock. 

Dark Slate—Lampblack or carbon black. 

Meeting.—The next General Meeting of the Institute 
at the Rooms, 57 Swanston Street, on June 26th, at 

[Visit 
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Visit to the Working Men's College.—The I'he Council and the 
Board of Examiners of the R.V.I.A. visited the Agricultural and Art 
Classes of the Working Men's College, Melbourne, on Wednesday 
evening, May 9th, and were conducted by Mr. Rodda, the Principal, 
through the assembled students at work in the various sections. The 
visit was inaugurated with the object of forming a better opinion of 
the value, from an educational standpoint, of the donation given 
annually by the R.V.I.A for prizes at the Working Men's College. 

Coloured Concrete.— For the production of coloured effects in 
concrete work the following proportions for a finishing coat are 
recommended:— 

Grey—Carbon black, I lb. to one bag of cement. 
Brown—Iron oxide, 61 lbs. to one bag of cement. 
Red—Iron oxide, 7i lbs. to one bag of cement. 
Bright Red—Pompeian red, 6/ lbs. to one bag of cement. 
Buff or Yellow—Yellow ochre, 12 lbs. to 17i lbs. to one bag 

of cement. 

The colouring material should be mixed dry with the cement, 
and all these ingredients, including water, must be measured exactly 
and mixed carefully, as the colour always changes to some extent. 

By mixing 5 lbs. of colouring matter with each bag of cement 
in i : 2 mortar the following colours will result:- 

Brown-Roasted iron oxide. 
Buff or Yellow—Yellow ochre. 
Blue—Ultramarine. 



VISIT TO MONT PARK ASYLUM 
BUILDINGS. 

VISIT of the members of the Institute took place on 
Thursday, May 3rd, to the Mont Park Asylum build-
ings. Mr. Brittingham (F.), the chief Architect of 
the Public Works Department of Victoria, met mem-
bers, who motored from Melbourne on one of the 
most charming afternoons of the season. Great in-

terest was taken in the buildings, of which about a hundred thousand 
pounds' worth are now practically completed. 

Time or space will not permit of an adequate account of the 
visit in this issue of the "Journal," but it is intended to publish in 
the next issue plans and photographs of the buildings. The visitors 
were shown over the nursery, and were struck with the enterprise 
shown and the excellent specimens produced in flowers, shrubs and 
trees, chiefly by the labour of inmates under the direction of the chief 
gardener, Mr. Linacre. 	The visitors were introduced to "King 
David," who has charge of an important section of the nursery, and 
who believes he is allied to Royalty. He was recently much exercised 
on account of his not having been informed that a Royal divorce was 
pending between the Crown Prince and his (King David's) sister, 
the Crown Princess of Germany. He could not understand, he 
said, why he had not been informed of the event. Mr. Linacre, 
the chief gardener, tried to console him, and whilst doing so was 
struck by the attention of another of the inmates who listened atten-
tively to the conversation. Afterwards meeting Mr. Linacre alone, 
this other inmate said :"It was odd that David should claim the Crown 
Princess as his sister, he must be gone ai  little on top, for she's my 
sister, and not his at all." When Sir Arthur Stanley was at Mont 
Park lately "King David" asked to be remembered to "George" the 
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next time he (Sir Arthur Stanley) saw him. He says the only differ-
ence that exists between King George and himself "is one of Regalia." 

Mont Park, the property on which the New Asylum buildings 
are being erected, covers about 1300 acres of ground, and makes a 
most charming site with its varied undulations and beautiful trees. 

Members were hospitably entertained at tea in the Doctor's 
residence, and drove back to Melbourne feeling that those who had 
not taken advantage of the visit had missed a delightful, interesting, 
and very useful afternoon. 

VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURAL 
STUDENTS' SOCIETY. 

INCE the last issue of the "Journal," several more 
names have been added to our Roll of Honour; the 
roll now containing over sixty names; but, in spite 
of the war, the Society is still progressing, and the 
number of new members who have come into the 
Society is very satisfactory indeed. 

Several students entered for the R.V.I.A. Bronze Medal Com-
petitions this year, and Mr. J. W. Wright is to be congratulated on 
winning the medal. 

At the March meeting, a lecture entitled, "Stains and Their 
Uses," was delivered by Mr. Beaumont, of the A.N.P. Stains Ltd. 
He explained how certain stains were extracted from a plant which 
grows abundantly in Victoria. The effect of stains on various timbers 
was demonstrated. 

The April lecture was delivered by Mr. R. L. Tombs, of War-
burton Franki Ltd., and was entitled, "Modern Application of Light-
ing to Buildings." The indirect method of lighting was demon-
strated clearly. This system is scientifically the best one for the inter-
ior lighting of buildings, as by it a soft equal light which does not hurt 
the eyes is cast over the apartment. The rooms should have white 
ceilings to reflect the light, or the best results will not be economically 
obtained. 

L. C. HOPKINS, Hon. Sec. 
[Roll 



ROLL OF HONOUR. 

MEMBERS OF THE INSTITUTE. 

A. G. H. Black (F.), Major 	W. A. Henderson (A.), Lt.-Col. 

H. A. Black (F.), A.R.I.B.A. R. A. Howden (A.), Lieut. 

W. A. M. Blackett (F.), 	P. B. Hudson (A.), Lieut. 

President R.V.I.A. 	G. B. Leith (A.), Gunner 

L. J. Finning (A.), A.R.I.B.A., G. E. Teague (F.), Lieut. 
(K.) 	 J. A. E. Toone (A.), A.R.I.B.A., 

J. S. Gawler (A.), Sapper 	Capt. 

J. T. T. Hobbs, C.M.G., Brig- J. H. Wardrop (A.), Sig. 
adier-General 	 A. S. Williams (A.), (K.) 

STUDENTS OF THE INSTITUTE AND MEMBERS OF THE V.A.S.S. 

H. Affiect 	I. Dimant, Capt. 	R. C. Oliver 

A. J. Ainslie, Lieut. J. Duckmanton, Lieut. T. S. Parkes, Lieut. 

J. P. Atkinson 	G. H. Earp 	L. Payne 

E. Bastings, Sergt. 	J. Firth 	 H. L. Peck, W.O. 

A. Beech 	Z. E. Freedman, Fit.- F. Peterson, Lieut. 

J. Begg 	 Lieut. 	G. T. Potter 

H. Berry 	 J. A. S. Fulton (K.) B. Reynolds 

C. V. Bidencope 	A. S. Hall 	J. R. Robinson 

H. D. Bradbury 	B. Hosking 	L. N. Rudd 

H. R .H. Butler, Segt. T. C. Inches, Corp. L. B. Rule 

S. P. Calder 	L. F. Irwin, Lieut. F. C. Sale, Lieut. 

C. R. Carleton 	P. H. Johnson 	J. S. Sharp 

G. B. Carr 	A. W. Keown 	H. R. Sloane 

F. Christian 	W. W. Keep 	R. K. Stevenson, Lieut. 

V. R. Clarke 	G. Keesing, Lieut. 	PI. F. Taylor, Lieut. 

E. Clayfield (K.) 	J. S. Lothian 	R. M. Taylor 

H. F. Coates 	G. G. McCrae (K.), B. C. Thompson 

W. H. Craig 	 Major 	D. W. Tullock 

R. V. Cutler, Major F. C. Noakes, Lieut. K. K. Turner (pris'er) 

F. S. Davidson 	H. G. Nolan, Lieut. L. J. Wiltshire 

R. S. Demam, Corp. K. H. Oliphant 	A. S. Williams, Lieut. 
(K.) 

The Editor will be glad to be informed of promotions and dis-

tinctions gained by members and students on active service, and of the 

names of others who enlist. 
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